August 8, 2014
Dear Dan Ruben,
This summer I had the great pleasure of working at the Center for Family Representation (“CFR”) in Queens, New York.
CFR represents indigent parents accused of child abuse or neglect in the Queens County Family Court. It is an
interdisciplinary practice of attorneys and social workers.
I went into this summer wary about representing parents. My ultimate goal is to work in child advocacy in some
capacity and I was afraid that I wouldn’t be able to put in my best work representing what I viewed as “the bad guy.”
Working at CFR changed my perspective drastically and immediately. CFR is dedicated to serving, not only the
parents, but the family as a unit. They advocate maintaining the family unit and getting the parents whatever services are
needed to be able to do so safely. I have worked with children rather extensively in the past and have always understood
that, no matter what has happened, children almost always want to be with their parents. This summer taught me that,
not only do children want to be at home, but being at home is usually what is in the best interest of the child.
The summer also proved itself to be very frustrating. Most of our clients are trapped by the Child Welfare System. The
majority of parents want to do what is best for their children, but the majority of our parents were a part of the system
themselves growing up. Some of our clients have parallel cases going on where they are the child in another case and
the parent in ours. In most cases services are offered only after the children have been taken away and the parents are
angry, depressed and desperate. Rather than doing the services and getting their kids back, the anger fuels a
stubbornness that prevents the parents from doing anything. On top of this, there is one judge making the decisions.
One judge who has never actually been to the clients home, one judge who has never actually heard from the children,
one judge who is so far attenuated from the family that many of the arbitrary decisions end up being more harmful than
helpful.
I observed many cases this summer. They were all frustrating in their own way, but there were the occasional cases that
had a happy ending and made me understand why these attorneys do what they do every day.
I worked closely on one of these cases. Our client was a young mother who had moved to the U.S. from Egypt with her
husband and two sons 11 months previously. During my second week at CFR, I accompanied a social worker to make a
home visit. We made the visit on a Friday, her kids had been taken away the day before. Egypt, like many countries in
the world, does not have laws protecting children. Our client left her two young sons at home on their own for 20
minutes while she went to the store to by them yogurt. While she was gone a neighbor called the police and her children
were taken away. During the home visit the social worker and I got to know the client through a series of pantomime
and hand gestures because neither of us spoke her native language of Arabic. Our client was devastated and was willing
to do anything to get her children back. It was apparent that this was a simple case of her not knowing any better.
We went back to court on Monday only to have it adjourned one more day. The social worker and I made another home
visit that afternoon and accompanied her to court on Tuesday. While there the attorneys all agreed to allow the children
to go home with an order that she not leave them on their own. Watching the social worker inform the parents that their
children would be coming home to them that day was the best part of my summer. It made me better understand why
anyone would represent parents and gave me a little more faith that the system isn’t completely broken.

Thank you very much for giving me this opportunity,

Meghan Walsh
Brooklyn Law School

